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FLK Cabin 

Steel construction: 
- TPS profiles 
- Coated with steelplates 
- Testet and approved according to ISO 6055 (Falling object 

test) 
   
Coating and painting: 
- Steel construction is sandblastet 
- All joints are sealed 
- Filled and sanded where necessary 
- Primer and painting - ca. 100 my, min. 
 
Inner coating and noice insulation: 
- Metalplates upholsteret with 4-24 and 48 mm soft grey 

nappa - all joints and exposed areas protected by 
vacuumshaped PVC 

- 5 mm floormat (wear-proof rubber) 
- 40 mm noice-absorbing material (in a specially developed 

sandwich-construction) over transmission and inside engine 
hood 

- Shape sewn cape over engine hood and towards back-
window made of noice-absorbing filt-mat with grey nappa 
surface 

- Cuffs covering controls and tiltcylinder 
 
Service and operation: 
- Engine hood and floor is built into cabin, so that cabin only 

has four touchpoints with the machine, where vibration-
dampers are mounted.  

- Service and inspections are done through open doors (see 
picture below) 

- Engine hoods right and left part svings out the doors and is 
equipped with gas-cylinders  

 
Glas: 
- 3-piece panorama back-window with no corner-posts 
- Windows green tinted, and mounted in rubber-lists with 

locking wedge for easy replacement 
- Rear part of sliding windows in doors are openabled and can 

be locked in different positions. 
 
 Frontwindow 6 mm hardened securityglass 
 Backwindow 6 mm hardened securityglass 
 Lower door windows 5 mm hardened securityglass 
 Top door sliding wind.  5 mm hardened securityglass 
 Topwindow (openable) 8 mm clear polykarbonate  

Other specifications: 
- 2 metal doors with hinges with lubrication and gas-cylinders 
 with special break-effect 
- Doors can be locked  
- Internal sun-shield over front window 
- Bottle-holder 
- Clothes hanger 
- 1 internal rear-view mirror, konveks 
- El-wiper/washer on front- and backwindow 
- Front-window parallelwipers with 600 mm blade & wiperrobot 
- Back-window wiper with 700 mm blade 

Complete light-system: 
- 12V system 
- 4 worklights, halogen H3 (front)  
- 1 worklight, halogen H3 (rear) – automatically on in reverse 
- 2 three-chamber lights, rear (original lights used) 
- 2 two-chamber lights, front (position and turn-signal) 
- 1 internal cabin-light  
- Connector for rotary beacon (beacon not included) 

Heater and ventilation-unit:  
 Cabin is mounted with 2 FLK heater- and ventilation-units 
 (front defroster / rear heater): 
 Max. Heat  4.3 kW 10,8 kW 
 Air, max.  230 m³/h  450 m³/h 
 Speeds  2  3  
 Finefilter Yes 
- Units are mounted behind seat and on right side  
- Air distributed through adjustable vents 

Aircondition: 
- Cabin is prepared for mounting of aircondition and climate 
 control. Aircondition and climate-control are extra-equipment. 

Radio: 
- Cabin is mounted with loudspeakers and stereo-radio with 
 CD  

Noice level, meassured at drivers ear:* 
The FLK Cabin is completely isolated from the machine 
through 4 rubber dampers. This reduces both noise and 
vibrations.  
 
Engine idling:    64,5 dB(A) 
Driving on road, full throttle: 79,2 dB(A) 
Driving on road, varied throttle: 75-77 dB(A) 
(*Above meassurements done by FLK Cabin A/S.) 
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